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ABSTRACT

1

The ever-increasing bandwidth requirements of modern datacenters have led researchers to propose networks based upon optical
circuit switches, but these proposals face significant deployment
challenges. In particular, previous proposals dynamically configure circuit switches in response to changes in workload, requiring
network-wide demand estimation, centralized circuit assignment,
and tight time synchronization between various network elements—
resulting in a complex and unwieldy control plane. Moreover, limitations in the technologies underlying the individual circuit switches
restrict both the rate at which they can be reconfigured and the
scale of the network that can be constructed.
We propose RotorNet, a circuit-based network design that addresses these two challenges. While RotorNet dynamically reconfigures its constituent circuit switches, it decouples switch configuration from traffic patterns, obviating the need for demand collection
and admitting a fully decentralized control plane. At the physical
layer, RotorNet relaxes the requirements on the underlying circuit
switches—in particular by not requiring individual switches to implement a full crossbar—enabling them to scale to 1000s of ports.
We show that RotorNet outperforms comparably priced Fat Tree
topologies under a variety of workload conditions, including traces
taken from two commercial datacenters. We also demonstrate a
small-scale RotorNet operating in practice on an eight-node testbed.

Modern datacenter networks rely heavily on fiber-optic links to
meet bandwidth demands [10, 29]. To avoid the expensive opticalelectrical-optical (OEO) conversion necessary to connect such links
with power-hungry electrical packet switches, researchers have
proposed network architectures that switch much of a datacenter’s
traffic passively [1, 6, 13, 15, 17, 20, 26, 32] using optical circuit
switches (OCSes). OCSes can support very high link bandwidths
at low per-bit cost and power because they passively redirect light
from one port to another, independent of data rate. Yet despite
these alluring properties, optical circuit switching faces two major
barriers to wide-scale adoption in the datacenter environment.
The first barrier to deployment is the attendant control plane.
Existing proposals to employ OCSes in the datacenter reconfigure
optical circuits in response to traffic demands. Such reconfiguration
requires collecting network-wide demand information [20, 26, 32]
in order to compute a schedule of switch configurations [4, 21], ratelimiting packet transmissions [4, 20, 21, 26], and synchronizing the
OCSes with each other, the scheduler, and the endpoints [20]. This
tight coupling among the various network components presents
a significant challenge at scale. In this paper, we propose an OCSbased topology that has a fully decentralized control plane aimed
at maximizing network throughput.
The second issue with employing commercial OCS devices in
datacenters is their limited scalability, specifically their low port
count (radix) and slow reconfiguration speed. Previous work [24]
showed that MEMS-based optical switches can reconfigure quickly
(e.g., in 10s of microseconds), or they can have a high port count
(e.g., O(100) ports), but not both. Fundamentally, this limitation
is imposed by the need to implement a full crossbar abstraction;
in other words, the requirement that a switch be able to forward
traffic between any two ports. While previous proposals rely upon
this full connectivity to construct network fabrics, we explore an
alternative design point that circumvents the fundamental scaling
limitations of MEMS-based crossbars.
We propose RotorNet, an OCS-based datacenter-wide network
fabric that overcomes these challenges by departing from prior
optical switching approaches in three distinct ways. First, RotorNet
does not reconfigure the optical switches to match network traffic
conditions. Instead, each switch independently rotates through a
fixed, static set of configurations that provide uniform bandwidth
between all endpoints. This design completely eliminates the need
for a centralized control plane—because round-robin switch scheduling does not require demand estimation, schedule computation,
or schedule distribution—yet delivers full bisection bandwidth for
uniform traffic.
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c-Through [32]
Helios [13]
REACToR [20]
Firefly [17]
Mordia [26]
MegaSwitch [8]
ProjecToR [15]
RotorNet

Topology
(N R × N R ) xbars
(N R × N R ) xbars
(N R × N R ) xbars
(N R × N R ) xbars
k rings
N R × k rings
1 (k N R × k N R ) xbar
N sw Rotor switches
k
k
k
k

CP Structure
Centralized
Centralized
Centralized
Centralized
Centralized
Centralized
Distributed
Distributed
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CP Algorithm
Edmonds [9]
Edmonds [9]
Solstice [22]
Blossom [9]
BvN [3, 31]
Edge coloring variant [7]
Stable-marriage variant [14]
VLB variant [5, 30]

CP Goal
Throughput maximization
Throughput maximization
Throughput maximization
Throughput maximization
Throughput maximization
Throughput maximization
Starvation-free low latency
Throughput maximization

CP Responds to Demand
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Table 1: A comparison of the control planes (CP) of previously proposed OCS-based topologies.

Nsw packet switches

Of course, datacenter traffic is known to be far from uniform [27],
so RotorNet gives up at most a factor of two in link bandwidth—
which is ample in an optically switched network—to support arbitrary traffic patterns. We rely on a form of Valiant load balancing
(VLB) to send traffic through the fabric twice: first to an intermediate endpoint, and then once more to the ultimate destination.
We show that classic VLB can be modified to regain a significant
amount of bandwidth, meaning the factor-of-two reduction is a
worst-case, not common-case, trade off. Our design provides strictly
bounded delivery time and buffering while remaining robust to link
and switch failures. Compared to a 3:1 Fat Tree of approximately
equal cost, RotorNet delivers 1.6× the throughput under worst-case
traffic, 2.3× the throughput for reported datacenter traffic, and up
to 3× the throughput for uniform traffic.
Finally, RotorNet employs custom-designed OCSes that are tailored to our need, namely rotating through a small fixed set of
configurations, which we call Rotor switches. Because of their simplified internal design, Rotor switches can scale to 1000s of ports
with state-of-the-art reconfiguration speeds of O(10) µs. A network
of 128 Rotor switches can support 2,048 racks while remaining
practical to build and deploy. At this scale, RotorNet serves traffic
within O(1) ms, and admits a hybrid optical/electronic architecture
to extend support to traffic with lower latency requirements. We
evaluate RotorNet experimentally on a small-scale testbed complete
with a prototype Rotor switch and endpoints that implement our
VLB-inspired indirection protocol.
The contributions of this paper include: 1) a new design direction
for optically-switched networks that obviates closed-loop circuit
scheduling, 2) open-loop Rotor switches and a datacenter-wide
fabric, RotorNet, constructed from these switches, 3) an analysis
of RotorNet showing that it supports uniform traffic at full bisection bandwidth, worst-case (permutation) traffic at half bisection
bandwidth, and reported commercial datacenter traffic with 70–90%
of the bandwidth of an ideal Fat Tree network at lower cost, and
4) a demonstration and evaluation of RotorNet’s VLB-like routing
algorithm on prototype hardware.
Additional information on RotorNet can be found at http://www.
sysnet.ucsd.edu/circuit-switching.
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Figure 1: A traditional Clos-based network topology.

ring networks, and yet others using free-space optical transmitters and receivers. Table 1 abstracts away these implementation
details and instead focuses on each proposal’s topology and control
plane. In all cases (save ProjecToR [15], which we discuss below),
each design tries to match the configuration of the network to
the current or future traffic demands to maximize overall network
throughput, requiring a complex datacenter-wide control plane
that is difficult to scale. To appreciate why such algorithms are
required, we briefly review throughput maximization in the context
of a single crossbar-based packet switch before describing previous
OCS-based proposals.

2.1

Packet-switched folded-Clos networks

Figure 1 depicts a traditional Clos-based network topology with a
single layer of core switches. Groups of servers are aggregated into
N R racks, and each server is connected to its local top-of-rack (ToR)
switch. In this example, each ToR has Nup = Nsw uplinks, each
connected to one of Nsw core switches. In general, ToR switches
are connected by a multi-stage network of homogeneous switches
which, taken together, logically act as a single, large crossbar switch.
To connect large numbers of racks with switches of moderate port
count (Nup ≪ N R ), published production networks employ at least
three tiers of cascaded switches [10, 16, 29].
In a folded-Clos network fabric, end hosts are essentially decoupled from the packet switches forming the core of the network.
Servers can send data to any destination with the expectation that
the fabric will deliver that data without further communication
with the sender. Each packet switch has internal buffering to absorb
bursts, and a mechanism for conveying traffic through the switch
at line rate. The only signals a sender may receive that a switch is
under-provisioned are packet losses or ECN (Explicit Congestion

BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

RotorNet builds upon a line of research integrating optical circuit
switching into datacenter networks. The physical-layer technologies employed by these approaches vary widely, with some using
fiber-coupled optical crossbar switches, others using WDM-based
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Figure 2: (a) An electronic packet switch encapsulates its control complexity within the switch itself. (b) Standard approaches
to optical circuit switching expose the control complexity to the overall network.
Notification) markings when the offered load to the switch exceeds
the capacity of one or more outgoing links; in such cases transport
protocols (such as TCP) reduce the sending rates to converge to an
admissible demand.
A textbook switch design model is a VoQ-scheduled crossbar,
shown in Figure 2(a). Packets arrive at N input ports (left), where
they are buffered in virtual output queues (VoQs). A scheduling
algorithm, such as iSLIP [23] or one of its many variants, examines
these queues and chooses the appropriate sequence of input-output
port matchings needed to convey packets to the N output ports
(right). Typically, the internal crossbar runs at some speed-up factor
relative to the external line rate to hide any overhead involved in the
internal processes. These processes, including demand collection
(i.e., VoQ depth analysis), scheduling (e.g., iSLIP), reconfiguration
(i.e., sequence of matchings), and synchronization (e.g., which VoQ
is polled during each matching), together comprise a control plane
that is implemented entirely within the switch, essentially hidden
from the rest of the network and the sender.

2.2

do not choose free-space paths that conflict at a single receiver,
which would cause collisions. Thus, ProjecToR’s control plane is
inherently simpler than the other approaches in Table 1, and can
be implemented in a distributed way. However, the resulting design does not necessarily maximize network throughput. Moreover,
ProjecToR’s reliance on free-space optics raises a myriad of other
practical concerns (e.g., robustness to dust, vibration, etc.) that do
not arise in wired fiber-optic networks.

3

DESIGN OVERVIEW

Similar to prior proposals based on optical circuit switches, RotorNet employs traditional, packet-switched ToR switches to connect
end hosts to the fabric. The ToRs are connected optically to a set of
custom OCSes, which we call Rotor switches, which collectively
provide connectivity to each of the other ToRs in the network.
If desired, ToRs can be further connected to an electrical packetswitched fabric as well to form a hybrid network, but we defer
discussion for the time being to focus on the optical network. Importantly, the set of Rotor switches does not provide continuous
connectivity between all pairs of ToRs; instead, they implement
a schedule of connectivity patterns that, in total, provides a direct connection between any pair of ToRs within a specified time
interval.

Circuit-switched network fabrics

Prior OCS-based proposals fundamentally change the nature of the
switch control plane. Proposals that dynamically reconfigure the
network topology in response to observed or predicted traffic in
order to maximize throughput must carry out the same tasks as the
electronic packet switch shown above. Yet, while packet switches
are able to hide their internal management processes inside discrete
boxes, previous OCS-based topologies, by virtue of their inability
to buffer and inspect packets, expose this control complexity to the
entire network, effectively turning the network fabric into a giant,
coupled crossbar. Figure 2(b) illustrates this distinction, depicting
the network-wide demand collection to a central point [13, 20, 26], a
centralized scheduling algorithm [4, 21], schedule distribution [20],
and network-wide synchronization [13, 20, 26, 32].
A recent free-space optical proposal, ProjecToR [15], sidesteps
this complexity by foregoing global throughput maximization, instead minimizing latency while avoiding starvation. Each ProjecToR
switch has its own dedicated switching elements, allowing each
ToR to independently provision free-space links based on only that
ToR’s local demand. It remains only to ensure that multiple ToRs

3.1

Open-loop switching

Unlike prior optically-switched network proposals, the configuration of the Rotor switches is not driven by network traffic conditions, either locally or globally. In RotorNet, the Rotor switches
independently cycle through a fixed, pre-determined pattern of connectivity in a round-robin manner, irrespective of instantaneous
traffic demands. We choose this time-sequence of Rotor switch configurations (each a one-to-one matching of input to output ports, or
simply a “matching”) so that each endpoint (i.e., ToR) is provided a
direct connection to every other endpoint within one full cycle of
matchings.
Figure 3 illustrates this approach, showing two full cycles of
three matchings. We highlight the changing connectivity of the
top port as it cycles through matchings connecting it to the 2nd,
3rd, and 4th ports across time. Because this approach decouples the
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switch state from the traffic in the network, it requires no demand
collection, no switch scheduling algorithm, and no network-wide
synchronization. The switches simply run “open loop.”
As a first cut, each N R -port Rotor switch could repeatedly cycle
through all N R ! possible matchings, corresponding to the full set of
potential matchings offered by a crossbar switch. However, it would
take an infeasibly long time to complete this cycle for large N R , and
we could not guarantee that a given connection is implemented
within any reasonable amount of time. Further, only (N R −1) matchings are necessary to ensure connectivity between all N R ToRs. An
example set of these matchings is shown in Figure 4(a) for N R = 8.
Using these (N R − 1) matchings, we can guarantee that each ToR
is connected to every other ToR within one matching cycle. This
functionality is similar to a rotor device [2].
Still, for networks with many ToRs, cycling through even (N R −1)
matchings may still take too long. Instead, as shown in Figure 4(b),
we distribute the (N R − 1) matchings among Nsw parallel Rotor
switches, speeding up the matching cycle time by a factor of Nsw .
We show in Section 4.2 that for a network of 10s of thousands of
servers, we can cycle through as few as 16 matchings per switch
with Nsw = 128. In this configuration, each Rotor switch only
provides partial connectivity between the ToRs. Taken together,
however, the complete set of switches restores full connectivity in
the network. We discuss the implications of our design in Section 4,
and explain how our design maintains connectivity even in the
presence of switch failure in Section 5.3.
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Figure 4: (a) A Rotor switch cycles through (N R − 1) matchings to provide full connectivity between racks. (b) Physically, these matchings are distributed among Nsw Rotor
switches which, taken together, provide full connectivity.

endpoints, which subsequently forward traffic to the final destination. Chang et al. showed that Valiant’s method, when coupled with
two stages of round-robin switches, yields 100% throughput for
arbitrary input traffic1 [5]. Shrivastav et al. are investigating an approach similar to Chang’s applied to rack-scale interconnects [28].
RotorNet is a datacenter-wide fabric, and we leverage the large
number of ToR switch uplinks to extend Chang’s approach, parallelizing it across a number of Rotor switches. For large networks,
such as the example network in Section 4.2, this modification reduces the matching cycle time, and thus the delivery time of traffic,
by more than 100× compared to sequentially cycling through all
matching patterns. RotorNet routes traffic through the same singlestage fabric twice, and a straightforward implementation would
reduce throughput by at most a factor of two (as half the network
bandwidth would now be consumed by indirect traffic), yielding
half bisection bandwidth for arbitrary input traffic. We argue that
this trade-off is justified by the fact that raw network bandwidth
is plentiful in optical networks. Moreover, through careful extensions to the basic Valiant load balancing approach (described in
Section 5 and evaluated in Section 7), we are able to recapture a
significant amount of the theoretical throughput loss in practice,
meaning the factor-of-two reduction in throughput is a worst-case,
not common-case, trade off. Indirection requires buffering traffic
within the network, but outside of the optical Rotor switches themselves, since they cannot buffer light. Indirect traffic is buffered on
a per-rack basis, either at the ToR switch or in end-host memory

One-hop direct forwarding

Given the baseline round-robin connectivity provided by Rotor
switches, each ToR must decide how to route traffic over the network. The simplest approach is for ToRs to send data only along
one-hop, direct paths to each destination, resulting in equal bandwidth between each source-destination pair. For uniform traffic,
this behavior results in throughput saturating the network’s bisection bandwidth (minus the switch duty cycle), and is inherently
starvation free. However, for skewed traffic patterns, this approach
does not take advantage of slack network capacity when some ToRs
are idle, wasting potentially significant amounts of bandwidth.

3.3

t2

Nm = NR – 1
matchings

Figure 3: Rotor switches move through a static, roundrobin set of configurations, or matchings, spending an equal
amount of time in each matching.

3.2

Rotor switch

Two-hop indirect forwarding

To improve throughput in skewed traffic conditions, we rely on
the classic and well-studied technique of indirection. Like Valiant’s
routing method [30], we allow traffic to pass through intermediate

1 Subject

to the minor technical condition that input traffic can be modeled as a stationary and weakly mixing stochastic process.
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Number Rotor switches (N sw = Nup ):
Number matchings / switch (Nm ):
Cycle time (µs) at duty cycle = 0.9:
Cycle time (µs) at duty cycle = 0.75:

accessible to the ToR through RDMA. Buffering data on end hosts,
similar to Liu et al. [20], is likely the simplest implementation as end
hosts are already required to buffer direct traffic while waiting for
the appropriate matching to come up in the schedule. We quantify
the additional buffering requirements imposed by indirection in
Section 7.5.

4

512
4
800
320

256
8
1,600
640

128
16
3,200
1,280

Table 2: Trade-offs between the main parameters in a
2,048-rack RotorNet, assuming a 20-µs reconfiguration delay. For reasonable values of Nsw and duty cycles, the entire
network-wide cycle time can remain on the order of 1 ms.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In this section, we explain how the design of RotorNet allows it to
scale to modern datacenter sizes of tens of thousands of servers
and thousands of ToRs cost-effectively. We provide a comparison
to existing Fat Tree topologies, and address manufacturing and
deployment concerns.

4.1
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shown in Figure 4(b). The number of matchings implemented by
each switch is Nm = ⌈(N R − 1)/Nsw ⌉.
Table 2 shows the cycle times for a 2,048-rack RotorNet using various numbers of Rotor switches and duty cycles. The duty cycle is
the fraction of time traffic can be sent over the network, accounting
for the time the OCS spends reconfiguring. For a given reconfiguration speed and number of matchings, a higher duty cycle leads to a
longer matching cycle. For the configurations shown in Table 2—
including the particular realization described below—cycle times
on the order of 1 ms are possible. Such delays are shorter than disk
access times, and would thus serve disk-based data transfers well.

Scalability

4.1.1 Achieving high port count. The key to RotorNet’s scalability is the use of Rotor switches, which are fundamentally more
scalable than traditional optical circuit switches. In particular, a
traditional N -port OCS implements a crossbar, meaning it can be
configured to any of N ! matching patterns. This flexibility limits
the switching speed and radix of a MEMS-based OCS because the
physical requirements of each micro-mirror switching element are
coupled to the switch radix [24]. As a result, commercially available
OCSes have radices on the order of 100 ports and reconfiguration
times of 10s of milliseconds.
Connecting thousands of ToRs together with conventional OCSes requires those OCSes be cascaded in a multi-stage optical topology, which introduces significant signal attenuation. Higher signal
attenuation, in turn, requires higher sensitivity optical transceivers
or optical amplification, which would almost certainly negate any
cost savings gained by using OCSes. Similarly, designs that employ
O(100)-port OCSes to connect pods (instead of racks) replace less
of the electronic network, limiting their cost effectiveness. Finally,
even if the OCS radix could be increased or signal loss reduced,
commercial crossbar OCSes still reconfigure much too slowly to
support datacenter traffic dynamics.
In Rotor switches, switching elements need only differentiate
between the number of matchings—as opposed to the number of
ports in the crossbar—making them fundamentally more scalable.
For example, in a 2,048-rack RotorNet, the number of matchings
in each Rotor switch is two-orders-of-magnitude smaller than the
switch radix. We show in Section 6.1 that Rotor switches with 2,048
ports can achieve a reconfiguration time of 20 µs using existing
technology. Thus, Rotor switches can connect 1000s of racks in the
datacenter, and achieve a response time on the same order as other
state-of-the-art approaches [12, 15].

4.1.3 Supporting low-latency traffic. For flows with latency requirements smaller than the cycle time (≈1 ms), we rely on previously demonstrated hybrid approaches [13, 20, 32], where lowlatency data is sent over a heavily over-subscribed packet-switched
network, and all other traffic traverses RotorNet. To achieve a hybrid architecture, our design simply faces a fraction of the upwardfacing ToR ports toward a packet-switched network, as shown in
Figure 4(b). Applications are required to choose which traffic is sent
over the packet-switched network, setting QoS bits in the packet
header which then trigger match-action rules in the ToR. This design supports a certain percentage of low-latency bandwidth, for
example 10–20%. The remaining 80–90% transits RotorNet.
We note that RotorNet’s control plane is self-contained—no part
of it relies on the existence or operation of a packet-switched network. In particular, no control messages or configurations are sent
over the packet-switched fabric. Thus, RotorNet management is entirely separate from any packet-switched network used to support
a hybrid design.

4.2

An example network

As a concrete comparison point, consider a hypothetical 65,536end-host network with 400-Gb/s links to each end host (a 26-Pb/s
network). We design the network using k = 64-port electronic
switches, each with an aggregate bandwidth of 25.6 Tb/s. Such
switches are projected to be available in the next few years. While a
Fat Tree treats each ToR port as a single 400-Gb/s link, in RotorNet
we split the bandwidth of each ToR port, creating 128 100-Gb/s
links which connect to a set of 128 Rotor switches. Commercial ToR
switches today offer this same functionality—a single 100-Gb/s port
can be broken into four logical 25-Gb/s links, providing a larger
number of lower-bandwidth ports. While the upward-facing ToR
ports in RotorNet are logically distinct, we package these ports into
32 400-Gb/s transceivers, where each transceiver has 4 transmit
fibers and 4 receive fibers in a ribbon cable, with each fiber carrying

4.1.2 Reducing cycle time through sharding. In a circuit-switched
network, connecting the endpoints is only half the issue; the other
half is ensuring timely service. This involves managing the delay
due to circuit reconfigurations, and for RotorNet, waiting until
connectivity is established through one of the Rotor matchings.
The time it takes to cycle through all matchings in RotorNet
is a critical metric that gates how much time passes before all
endpoints have an opportunity to communicate with each other. To
speed up the rate at which we cycle through matchings, we employ
a different subset of matching patterns in each Rotor switch, as
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Network
architecture
1:1 Fat Tree
3:1 Fat Tree
RotorNet, 10% EPS
RotorNet, 20% EPS

# EPS
[# ports]
5.1 k [328 k]
2.6 k [168 k]
2.3 k [149 k]
2.5 k [162 k]

#TRX
262 k
103 k
84 k
96 k

# Rotors
[# ports]
0 [0]
0 [0]
128 [262 k]
128 [262 k]
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Agg.
BW
100%
33%
50-100%
50-100%

of two. We leave to future work the investigation of other methods
for arranging the internal connectivity of Rotor switches.
RotorNet also offers a path for incremental deployment to reduce
the upfront cost. Consider an eventual deployment that will support
N R racks with Nsw Rotor switches. By choosing the appropriate
input port wirings to Rotor switches (or equivalently the matching
patterns contained within each switch), N R /X racks can be deployed with each ToR switch having 1/X of its upward-facing ports
populated, connecting to Nsw /X Rotor switches. This configuration provides a network with 1/X 2 the bisection bandwidth. Similar
to the matching patterns described above, the only constraint on
this approach is that X be a power of two.

Table 3: Components and relative bandwidths of 65,536-endhost networks built with Fat Tree and hybrid RotorNet architectures, assuming k = 64 port packet switches (and ToRs).
RotorNet is cost-comparable with a 3:1 Fat Tree, but as we
show in Section 7, delivers higher throughput.

5

4.3

DISTRIBUTED INDIRECTION

Top-of-rack switches in RotorNet implement RotorLB (RotorNet
Load Balancing), a lossless, fully distributed protocol based on the
principle of Valiant load balancing [30]. When indirecting traffic,
RotorLB injects traffic into the network fabric exactly two times:
traffic is first sent to an intermediate rack, where it is temporarily
stored, and then forwarded to its final destination. RotorLB stitches
together two-hop paths over time; i.e., the source is connected to
an intermediate rack during one matching, but the intermediate
rack is connected to the destination in a subsequent matching.
Unlike traditional VLB, which always sends traffic over random
two-hop paths, RotorLB (1) prioritizes sending traffic to the destination directly (over one-hop paths) when possible, and (2) only
injects new indirect traffic when that traffic will not subsequently
interfere with the intermediate rack’s ability to send traffic directly.
These two policies improve network throughput by up to 2× (for
uniform traffic) compared to traditional VLB.

a logically separated 100-Gb/s channel. We emphasize that because
the optical signal loss of a Rotor switch is low (2 dB), RotorNet can
use the same or similar (cost) optical transceivers used in a Fat Tree
network. The fibers from each ToR are routed to a central location
and broken out to connect to the Nsw = 128 Rotor switches. Each
Rotor switch provides 2,048 ports, one for each rack in the network,
and implements Nm = 16 matchings.
An explicit cost comparison between RotorNet (or any optical
network proposal) and a Fat Tree depends on volume pricing of
packet switches and transceivers, installation expenses, and the
manufacturing cost of OCSes. These cost numbers are not publicly
available, so we use the number of components as a proxy for cost
when comparing networks. Table 3 shows the component counts—
including electrical packet switches (EPS), transceivers (TRX), and
Rotor switches—for this 65,536-end-host network built with fully
provisioned (1:1) and over-subscribed (3:1) Fat Tree topologies,
as well as hybrid RotorNet topologies with 10% and 20% packet
switching bandwidth. RotorNet requires fewer packet switches and
transceivers than both the Fat Trees, but does require optical switching hardware that the electronic networks do not. Because Rotor
switches can be mass-produced as described below, the per-port
cost of a Rotor switch can be less than that of a packet switch. Considering that optical transceivers are the dominant cost in today’s
datacenter network fabrics [29], we estimate that for between 10–
20% packet switching, a hybrid RotorNet will be cost-competitive
with a 3:1 over-subscribed Fat Tree.

5.1

ToR and end-host responsibilities

In RotorLB, each ToR switch is responsible for keeping an up-todate picture of the demand of each end host within the rack and for
exchanging in-band control information with other ToRs. There are
two types of traffic the ToR must track: local traffic generated by
hosts within the rack, and non-local traffic that is being indirected
through the rack. Each ToR is responsible for pulling traffic from
end hosts at the appropriate times and managing the storage of
non-local traffic. Indirect traffic can be stored in off-chip memory
at the ToR or in DRAM at the end hosts. We analyze the amount of
memory required for buffering indirect traffic later in Section 7.5.
RDMA can achieve microsecond latencies when pulling/pushing
data directly from/to end-host memory.
Each end host, in turn, must send to the ToR a message when
it has traffic to send, including the quantity and destination of the
traffic. This information can be generated by inspecting transmit
queues or relaying application send calls. Following prior work
on inter-rack datacenter networks [13, 15, 17], we abstract away
intra-host and intra-rack bottlenecks (which also exist in packetswitched networks) and focus on RotorNet’s ability to handle interrack traffic.

Manufacturing and deployment

While the matching patterns in Figure 4 provide complete connectivity, for pragmatic reasons we choose a different set of (N R − 1)
matchings which consist of only bidirectional connections (i.e. their
adjacency matrix is symmetric).
To reduce manufacturing cost, instead of configuring each Rotor
switch with unique matching patterns, we can instead build all
Rotor switches with the same set of internal bidirectional matchings
and simply permute the input wiring pattern to each switch in
order to realize disjoint matchings among Rotor switches. This
approach dramatically reduces cost because it requires only one
unique optical element to perform the matchings internal to each
switch, rather than having to build Nsw unique switches. Space
does not permit a full discussion, but the main limitation of such
an approach is that the number of Rotor switches must be a power

5.2

RotorLB algorithm and example

The RotorLB algorithm runs on each ToR switch. At the start of each
matching slot (the time period for which a Rotor switch implements
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function Phase 1(Enqueued data, slot length)
alloc ← maximum possible direct data
capacity ← slot length minus alloc
offer ← remaining local data
send offer, capacity to connected nodes
send allocated direct data
remain ← size of unallocated direct data
return remain
function Phase 2(remain, LB length)
recv offer and capacity from connected nodes
indir ← no allocated data
avail ← LB length minus remain
offer i ← offer i if avail i , 0
offerscl ← fairshare of capacity over offer
while offerscl has nonzero columns do
for all nonzero columns i in offerscl do
tmpfs ← fairshare of avail i over offerscl i
avail i ← avail i − sum(tmpfs)
indir ← tmpfs
offerscl ← offer − indir
tmplc ← capacity − sum(indir)
offerscl ← fairshare of tmplc over offerscl
send indir to connected nodes
function Phase 3(Enqueued local data)
recv indir from connected nodes
local i ← enqueued local data for host i
indir i ← min(indir i , local i )
send indir i indirect local data for host i

Start of slot

Algorithm 1 RotorLB Algorithm

End of slot

RotorNet: A Scalable, Low-complexity, Optical Datacenter Network

Time

Figure 5: RotorLB example. Matrix rows represent sources
and columns represent destinations; L and N represent local
and non-local traffic queues, respectively; matrix elements
show normalized traffic demand. In the current matching
between racks 1 and 2, traffic which can be sent directly
is bounded by black rectangles, stored indirect traffic is
marked by a red triangle, one-hop direct traffic is marked
by a green circle, and new indirect traffic is indicated by a
blue oval.

◃ accept

Rotor switch connection over the course of one matching slot. The
RotorLB algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1.
Consider the ToRs of two racks, R1 and R2, which have current
demand information for the hosts within each rack stored in nonlocal (N ) and local (L) queues, as shown in Figure 5. In this example,
demands are normalized so that one unit of demand can be sent
over the ToR uplink in one matching slot. Note that, as described
below, there is no central collection of demand–each host simply
shares its demand with its ToR switch, and ToR switches share
aggregated demand information in a pairwise fashion.

each matching), RotorLB determines the quantities of direct and
indirect traffic to send during that slot. Before sending new indirect
traffic into the network, RotorLB prioritizes the delivery of stored
non-local traffic (which is on its second hop) as well as local traffic
that can be sent directly to the destination in the current slot. With
any remaining link capacity in that slot, RotorLB indirects traffic on
a per-destination granularity. To limit buffering and bound delivery
time of indirected traffic, RotorLB only indirects as much traffic as
can be delivered within the next matching cycle (the full cycle of
matching slots). We use a pairwise “offer/accept” protocol between
ToRs to exchange current traffic conditions, and then adaptively
determine the amount of indirect traffic to be sent based on those
conditions. The fraction of link bandwidth used to support indirect
traffic varies between 0% (if the rack’s locally-generated traffic can
saturate the link) and 100% (if the rack has no locally-generated
traffic to send during a matching slot, and would otherwise be idle).
To most effectively balance load, we allow traffic from the same
flow to be sent over RotorNet’s single one-hop path and also to be
indirected over multiple two-hop paths. This multipathing can lead
to out-of-order delivery at the receiver. Ordered delivery can be
ensured using a reorder buffer at the receiver, and we evaluate this
approach in more detail in Section 7.3.
Below, we describe the basic operation of the RotorLB algorithm,
moving through a simple example from the perspective of a single

Phase 1: Send stored non-local and local traffic directly. Connectivity in RotorNet is predictable, and each ToR switch anticipates the
start of the upcoming matching slot as well as to which rack it will
be connected. After taking a snapshot of the N and L queues, the
ToR computes the amount of traffic destined for the upcoming rack.
Delivery of stored non-local traffic on its second (and final) hop is
prioritized to ensure data is not queued at the intermediate rack for
long periods of time. Delivery of local traffic has the next priority
level. In Figure 5, R1 has 0.25 units of stored non-local traffic (red
triangle) and 0.75 units of local traffic (green circle) destined for
R2, so it allocates the entire ToR uplink capacity for the matching
slot duration to send this traffic. R2 has no stored non-local or local
traffic for R1, so no allocation is made.
The ToR then forms a RotorLB protocol offer packet which contains the amount of local traffic and the ToR uplink capacity which
will remain after the allocated data is sent directly. The smaller
of the two quantities constitutes the amount of indirect traffic the
ToR can offer to other racks. Once the matching slot starts, the ToR
sends the offer packet to the connected rack. As an optimization,
rather than waiting for the entire offer/accept process to complete,
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the ToR can also begin sending the stored non-local and local traffic
which was been allocated for direct delivery to the destination.

Matchings
1&2

Phase 2: Allocate buffer space for new non-local traffic. Shortly
after the start of the slot, the ToR switch receives the protocol packet
containing the remote rack’s offer of indirect traffic. At this point, it
computes how much non-local traffic it can accept from the remote
rack. To do this, the ToR examines how much local and non-local
traffic remain from Phase 1. The amount of non-local traffic it can
accept per destination is equal to the difference between amount
of traffic that can be sent during one matching slot and the total
queued local and non-local traffic. Because the amount of accepted
indirect traffic is limited to the amount that can be delivered in
the next matching slot (accounting for any previously-enqueued
traffic), the maximum delivery time of indirect traffic is bounded
to Nm + 1 matching slots, or approximately one matching cycle
(see Section 7.3). The algorithm handles multiple simultaneous
connections by fair-sharing capacity across them.
In Figure 5, R1 sees via the offer packet that R2 would like to
forward 1 unit of traffic destined for each R3 and R4 (blue oval),
and that R2 has a full-capacity link to forward that data. R1 already
has 0.25 units of local traffic for R3 and 0.5 units of stored non-local
traffic for R3. Therefore, it allocates space to receive 1 − 0.75 = 0.25
units destined for R3 and 0.75 units for R4 from R2, which fully
utilizes the remaining link capacity from R2 and ensures that all
queued traffic at R1 will be admissible.
Once the allocation is made to receive non-local traffic, the ToR
switch responds with a protocol accept packet informing the remote
rack how much traffic it can forward on a per-destination basis.

Matching
7
Matchings
5&6
Fibers to/from
matchings
Fibers to/
from servers
Optical
assembly

Round robin
switch control

Figure 6: We installed 7 Rotor matchings into a prototype
OCS to create two parallel Rotor switches. An FPGA sets the
switches to cycle through the matchings in open loop.

fault flow. This factor is chosen conservatively so that if there is
only one remaining uplink out of a given rack, and every other
rack sends fault traffic to that rack, the sum of the fault traffic
and an equal share of local traffic will be admissible to leave the
rack. In other words, the overall algorithm is still guaranteed to be
starvation free with a bounded delivery time of Nm + 1 matching
slots. The performance of RotorLB-FT is evaluated in Section 7.7.

6
Phase 3: Forward local traffic indirectly. Finally, the ToR switch
receives the protocol accept packet from the remote rack. After it
finishes sending direct traffic determined in Phase 1, it forwards
new non-local traffic to the remote rack per the allocation specified
by the accept packet.
In Figure 5, R2 receives an accept packet informing it that 0.25
units of traffic destined for R3 and 0.75 units destined for R4 may
be sent. It forwards this traffic, which is stored as non-local traffic
at R1. Finally, the Rotor switch reconfigures and establishes a new
connection, and the RotorLB algorithm runs again.

5.3

Matchings
3&4

ROTORNET PROTOTYPE

We evaluate the feasibility of RotorNet and demonstrate Rotor
switching in operation by constructing a small-scale prototype
network that runs RotorLB to communicate data between endpoints.
We also use the prototype results to validate our model of RotorNet,
which we use to simulate the behavior of RotorNet at large scale
later in Section 7.

6.1

Prototype architecture

To construct our prototype, we need an optical Rotor switch to
instantiate the matching patterns specified by the RotorNet architecture. However, no commercial optical switches support the
partial connectivity necessary to demonstrate the advantages of Rotor switching. Rather than constructing a Rotor switch from scratch,
we modified a research device called a Selector switch [25] which is
particularly well-suited for extension to a Rotor switch. Specifically,
this prototype Selector switch is a gang switch that allows an array
of 61 single-mode fiber input ports to be switched, as a group, between four output arrays of 61 fibers with a reconfiguration speed
of 150 µs.
We constructed a Rotor switch from this Selector switch, using
an array of fiber optics to hard-wire the Rotor matchings into the
switch. More precisely, to support 8 endpoints, we divided the
monolithic Selector switch into two Rotor switches, and, following
Section 4, we distributed a full set of 7 Rotor matchings across
the two switches, with each Rotor switch implementing either 3
or 4 matching patterns. Next, we programmed an FPGA to send
control signals to the Rotor switches so they rotated through the

Fault tolerance

A simple extension to RotorLB, called RotorLB-FT, ensures that the
network is tolerant to failures. The key idea is to rely on indirect
paths to “route around” any such failures. Failures of a link, ToR,
or Rotor switch are discovered at the beginning of a particular
matching slot, because a rack will not receive RotorLB protocol
messages over the link corresponding to the failure.
The primary modification to the algorithm is to give traffic which
would traverse a failed network element priority over all other
traffic, so that it is ensured indirect bandwidth regardless of the
traffic pattern. Each ToR switch first determines the number of
candidate fault flows. This is the number of locally generated flows
which both see a fault on a one-hop path out of the local rack and
do not see a fault on a one-hop path out of the currently connected
rack (i.e. a clear two-hop path exists). The ToR switch then allocates
at most 1/(2(N R − 1) − 1) of the uplink bandwidth to each candidate
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Rotor matchings in an open loop. This setup is summarized in
Figure 6. The end result is two Rotor switches which support up to
8 endpoints, reconfigure 100–1,000× faster than commercial OCSes,
and are compatible with commercial optical transceivers without
requiring optical amplification.
While the MEMS device used in the prototype is an off-the-shelf
product and not optimized for speed, we conducted detailed optical
analysis [25] to show that Selector switches can scale to at least
2,048 ports with 20-µs reconfiguration speed and 2-dB insertion
loss. Neither of these quantities are fundamental scaling limits, but
rather specific design points at which we assessed the switch’s
performance. These scaling results also apply to Rotor switches, as
they are essentially Selector switches with Rotor matching patterns
installed. In this section, we report data gathered with the 150-µs
prototype switch, but assume a reconfiguration speed of 20 µs in
the analysis in Section 7.

5

3

1
0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Traffic density
Figure 7: Measured and modeled throughput under RotorLB
relative to that using one-hop forwarding. Circles represent
the average througput over 32 random traffic patterns; error
bars show the maximum and mimimum.

adaptively converges to the throughput of one-hop forwarding for
uniform traffic, as intended.
Figure 7 also overlays the modeled (Section 7) relative throughput of RotorLB to one-hop forwarding for the same set of traffic
conditions used in the measurements. The close agreement between
model and measurement demonstrates that our RotorLB implementation operates as designed, and also validates our model’s ability
to accurately predict RotorLB performance in practice. We use this
model to explore the performance of RotorNet at scale.

7

Prototype evaluation of RotorLB

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the behavior and performance of RotorNet at a larger scale than was feasible to prototype. In particular,
we employ three distinct simulators at varying levels of fidelity
and validate the results of our packet-level simulation against a
Mininet-based emulation.

We emulated a RotorLB ToR switch on each server using distinct
user-level threads to generate, send, and receive UDP traffic, with an
additional thread to process state changes of the Rotor switches. To
analyze performance under a variety of traffic conditions, we generated traffic patterns with different numbers of “heavy” connections.
Each heavy connection attempts to send data at line rate. We define
the traffic density as the fraction of heavy connections out of all possible connections (56 in our 8-endpoint prototype). For each traffic
density, we repeated the experiments with 32 randomly-generated
traffic matrices representing the inter-rack demand.
As a baseline, we first sent data through the network using
only one-hop forwarding. Next, we repeated the experiments with
RotorLB running on the endpoints. Figure 7 shows the relative
network throughput under RotorLB normalized to that of one-hop
forwarding. We see that RotorLB significantly improves throughput
for sparse traffic patterns. For a single active heavy connection,
RotorLB improves throughput by the expected factor of N R − 1 (7
in this case), as traffic can now take advantage of all paths through
the network. Further, we see that our implementation of RotorLB

2 10

Measurement, RotorLB
Model, RotorLB (average)
Model, RotorLB (spread)
One-hop forwarding

0

RotorLB on endpoints. Using the prototype Rotor switches, we
built an eight-ToR RotorNet (N R = 8), using commodity end hosts
to emulate ToRs. Each end host was equipped with a dual-port 10Gb/s Myricom network interface controller (NIC) and two optical
transceivers, establishing one 10-Gb/s optical link to each Rotor
switch.2 We implemented RotorLB on the end hosts as a user-level
process, using the Myricom Sniffer API to directly inject and retrieve packets from the NIC. The only requirement to run RotorLB
in practice is that endpoints be made aware of the Rotor switches’
states. In a real implementation using ToR switches, each ToR could
monitor the status of its optical links to determine when one matching ends (i.e., the link goes down), and the next matching begins
(i.e., the link comes back up again). The commercial NICs we used
did not have a built-in low-latency way to detect link up/down
events, so we used an out-of-band channel to notify end hosts of
the switch reconfiguration events.

6.2
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7.1

Methodology

Depending on the simulator, we consider two different types of
traffic models, fluid flow and flow level. We describe each below.
Fluid-flow model: We start with a network model that treats traffic as a continuous fluid flow, allowing us to measure the bandwidth,
delivery time, and buffering requirements for stable and dynamic
traffic patterns using Matlab. This model maximizes the amount
of data sent through RotorNet. For purposes of comparison, we
model a Fat Tree as a single, ideal packet switch. In particular, the
packet switch is ideal in that it connects all racks with a single nonblocking crosspoint fabric and its per-port bandwidth is assigned by
a linear program solver configured to maximize throughput. This
idealized packet switch upper bounds the performance of a Fat Tree
network, which in practice has lower performance due to transport
protocol and hashing effects.

Gb/s was chosen for convenience; the Rotor switch is rate agnostic.
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Relative aggregate throughput

Flow-level simulator: We also use a custom-written flow-level
simulator that relies on discrete flow events to track the arrival and
completion times of flows in RotorNet. While we do not simulate
packets in this method, the flow-level results approximate the performance of RotorNet with a lossless transport protocol running
on top of it, such as RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE).
Packet-level simulator: We also model a baseline 3-level Fat Tree
using the ns-3 packet-level simulator. This allows us to model the
effects of TCP under flow hashing and port contention. Under
moderate to heavy network load, these effects lead to a long tail in
flow completion times in Fat Trees, as previously observed [33].
Mininet emulator: In addition to ns-3, we model the baseline
3-level Fat Tree using Mininet [18] with 100-Mb/s links. This allows
us to corroborate our ns-3 findings using a real TCP stack, though
we still require ns-3 to validate our work at multi-gigabit scale.
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(a) N R = 16, Nm = 4, LP result shown for reference.

Relative agg. throughput

7.1.1 Traffic models. Our throughput analyses employ two distinct traffic models, described below. We defer discussion of the
traffic characteristics used to evaluate flow completion time until
Section 7.4.
Synthetic stochastic: We model inter-rack traffic as a random
process, and vary the total number of heavy connections (varying the traffic density as defined in Section 6.2). For the fluid-flow
network models, we represent traffic as a random binary matrix
with elements that are either 1, representing an elephant flow(s)
between a given rack pair, or 0, representing no traffic exchanged
between that rack pair. In a hybrid deployment, low-latency and
mice flows would be “swept” to the packet switch, resulting in a 0
entry in the demand matrix. For each fixed traffic density, we individually evaluate 100 randomly-generated traffic matrices, showing
the average and error bars across runs in the plots.
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Figure 8: RotorLB throughput (relative to an ideal packet
switch) vs. traffic density. (b) and (c) also indicate throughput
under commercial datacenter traffic patterns.

Commercial traces: In addition to randomly-generated binary
demand matrices, we also model traffic patterns reported in production datacenters. Following the approach of Ghobadi et al. [15], we
use published traffic-matrix heatmaps collected over 5-minute intervals to define the probability of inter-rack communication. We then
use a Poisson generation process to determine flow arrival times
and drew flow sizes from reported distributions. We use traces reported from a Microsoft datacenter by Ghobadi et al. [15] and from
two different Facebook cluster types, Hadoop and front-end webserver [11, 27]. Given RotorNet’s cycle time of approximately 1 ms,
we model flows arriving within 1-ms windows using the Poisson
process. Finally, to emulate a hybrid RotorNet with 10% packetswitched bandwidth, we retain the largest flows that contributed
90% of the total bytes and input that to the RotorNet model.

7.2

1

1

Figure 8 shows the throughput of RotorLB normalized to that of
the ideal, fully-provisioned electrical network. The matching fill factor, which is how perfectly the Rotor matchings are distributed into
Rotor switches ((N R − 1)/(Nm Nsw )), upper bounds the throughput.
While the fill factor is 0.9375 with only N R = 16 racks, Figure 8b
shows that the matching fill factor approaches 1 by N R = 256 racks.
As expected, after accounting for the matching fill factor, onehop forwarding results in 100% throughput for uniform traffic, but
throughput is linearly reduced for skewed traffic. Before assessing
RotorLB, we use a linear program (LP) solver to calculate the upperbound throughput for RotorNet under ideal forwarding; that is, if
we had perfect knowledge of the network-wide traffic demand, and
indirect traffic was not restricted to a maximum of two hops. The
result is plotted in Figure 8a for N R = 16 (it is not feasible to run
the LP solver at larger scales).
Next, we calculate the throughput for the RotorLB protocol described in Section 5. These calculations assume constant traffic
patterns; we explore the responsiveness of RotorLB to changing
traffic patterns in Section 7.6. Figure 8a shows that RotorLB achieves
close to the ideal (LP-solver) throughput over all traffic densities

Throughput analysis

We compare the throughput of RotorNet to that of an idealized
packet switch using the fluid-flow model described in Section 7.1,
considering basic one-hop forwarding, RotorLB, and a computationally intensive linear program that provides an upper bound on
potential throughput. For reference, we include the throughput of
a 3:1 over-subscribed Fat Tree, which is estimated in Section 4.2 to
be cost-comparable with RotorNet.
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despite its fully distributed implementation. Figure 8b shows RotorLB’s throughput at scale for 256 racks. Figure 8c highlights that,
at scale, RotorLB’s throughput is within a factor of two of an ideal
fully-provisioned packet network independent of traffic conditions.
Recall from Section 3 that this worst-case factor-of-two reduction
in bandwidth is expected from RotorLB’s two-hop routing (i.e. up
to half of RotorNet’s bandwidth is used by traffic on its second hop).
We find that, out of all traffic patterns studied, permutation traffic
yields the worst-case relative throughput for RotorNet compared to
an ideal packet network—a worst-case of 50% relative throughput.
We observe this factor-of-two lower-bound holds for larger-scale
networks with N R > 256.
Finally, following Section 7.1, we model the throughput of RotorLB in a 256-rack RotorNet under a number of production datacenter traffic patterns reported in the literature. The Microsoft
traffic pattern is very sparse, with only a small number of rack
pairs communicating in each time interval. The pattern varies between millisecond time intervals, leading to the slight variance in
throughput indicated in Figure 8b. The Facebook Hadoop cluster
traffic pattern exhibits denser connections, yielding a throughput
nearly equivalent to random traffic. The Facebook front-end pattern displays heavy multicast and incast characteristics, setting its
throughput apart from that of random traffic.
For the datacenter traffic patterns considered, RotorNet provides
70–95% the throughput of an ideal fully-provisioned electrical network, despite being significantly less expensive, as discussed in
Section 4.2. Compared to a 3:1 over-subscribed Fat Tree of approximately equal cost, RotorNet delivers 1.6× the throughput under
worst-case (permutation) traffic, 2.3× the throughput for reported
datacenter traffic patterns, and up to 3× the throughput for uniform
traffic.
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Figure 9: The delivery time of two-hop subflows is bounded
(shown for N R = 256, Nm = 8).

Bounded delivery time and reordering

By design, RotorNet offers strictly bounded delivery time for onehop traffic because it cyclically provisions bandwidth between all
network endpoints. However, under RotorLB, two-hop traffic is
delivered later than one-hop traffic. Because data from the same
flow may be sent over both one-hop and two-hop paths (as discussed
in Section 5), care must be taken to ensure data is delivered in order
to the receiver. Here, we evaluate the delivery characteristics and
requirements for ordered delivery of traffic under RotorLB.
Adopting terminology from MPTCP, we refer to the fractions of
a single flow that are sent over different one-hop and two-hop paths
as subflows. As discussed in Section 5, a given rack will only accept
as much two-hop traffic to each destination as it can deliver in one
matching slot. Therefore, we expect the worst-case delivery time
of a two-hop subflow to be equal to Nm + 1 matching slots (i.e. one
matching cycle + one matching slot). This worst case occurs when
traffic is forwarded to an intermediate rack and that intermediate
rack is currently connected to the destination. This can happen
because RotorLB does not forward indirect traffic during the same
matching slot in which it is received.
To test this behavior, we track the start time and tail delivery
time of all subflows over a variety of traffic patterns in a RotorNet
with 256 racks and Nm = 8 matchings per switch. The results are
shown in Figure 9. Figure 9a shows that, indeed, no subflows exceed

the designed delivery bound of Nm + 1 = 9 matching slots for any
traffic density. Note that although only a subset of subflows are
plotted, the scatter plot is representative of the total distribution.
Looking in more detail at the distribution of subflow delivery
times for a given traffic density in Figure 9b, we see that subflows
are approximately uniformly distributed in time with two notable
exceptions. First, because delivery of stored two-hop traffic is prioritized, two-hop subflows are more likely to be delivered at the
start of a matching slot, accounting for the slight non-uniformity in
the CDF. Second, for traffic densities above approximately 0.05, the
worst-case delivery time is rare, and most subflows are delivered
within one matching cycle (rather than one cycle + one slot).
Subflows injected into RotorNet will be sequentially ordered
between matching slots, but during a single matching slot subflows
from the same flow may take both one-hop and two-hop paths,
depending on the quantity and the time that traffic is committed to
the network by the application. If data sent over a two-hop subflow
logically precedes data sent over a one-hop flow, that data will
arrive out of order at the receiver. We assign the responsibility of
ensuring ordered delivery of data to a reordering process at each
end host. Fortunately, because all injected traffic is guaranteed to be
delivered in Nm + 1 matching slots, the receiver only needs to store
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data received within a sliding window equal to that delivery bound.
For a 100-Gb/s end host link, 200-µs slot time, and Nm = 8, each
host would need a receive buffer of 23 MB to ensure ordered delivery
of all incoming flows. This is a modest memory requirement given
the specifications of modern servers.
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Figure 10: Flow completion times in RotorNet and a threelevel Fat Tree, both with k = 4-port ToRs, 10-Gb/s links, and
140 200-kB flows per end host. Two examples of bandwidth
allocation in RotorNet are shown: fair sharing bandwidth
across flows and greedily allocating bandwidth to flows oneby-one.
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Figure 11: Per-rack buffering required for a 100-Gb/s deployment, 20-µs switching, 90% duty cycle, and N R = 256.

Flow completion times

Flow completion time (FCT) remains an important metric for network performance, especially considering the prevalence of services
that are impacted by the presence of a long tail in the FCT distribution [33]. While contemporary multi-rooted trees coupled with
TCP can provide sufficient bandwidth on paper for applications,
FCT in such networks is subject to considerable variance. Here,
RotorNet improves on the state of the art by providing a choice
between either low FCT variance or significantly reduced mean
FCT compared to Fat Trees, while in both cases eliminating the
long tail present in Fat Trees.
To demonstrate this capability, we simulated a 10-Gb/s k = 4
three-level Fat Tree in ns-3, and an equivalently sized RotorNet
using our flow-level simulator. Each host communicates with crossrack hosts in an all-to-all pattern with 10 flows of size 200 KB
each, for a total of 2,240 flows overall. Figure 10 depicts the FCT in
milliseconds for the Fat Tree, and for greedy flow completion and
fair-shared bandwidth strategies for RotorNet. Note that the p100
for both RotorNet strategies is identical and a full 30% smaller than
p99.9 for the Fat Tree. In addition, p50 for greedy flow completion
RotorNet is 33% smaller than the Fat Tree. For the fair-shared bandwidth strategy, the variance (normalized to the mean) is just 0.6%,
compared to 61% for the Fat Tree.
In order to reduce FCT variance for a Fat Tree network, a network
operator might consider operating the network at lower utilization

levels. To characterize how much lower, we deploy a 100-Mb/s
k = 4 Fat Tree on Mininet[18] and test the same traffic pattern. To
emulate lower network utilization, we cap the flow size and rate to
10% and 20% of the nominal values. While reducing the utilization
to 10% brings mean-normalized variance down to 22% from 70%, we
note that the value is still well above that for fair-shared RotorNet.
Thus, the low utilizations typical in real-world datacenter networks
can be considered as an implicit duty-cycle cost levied to keep
variations in performance low.

7.5

Buffering

Here we use the fluid-flow model from Section 7.1 to determine
the amount of buffering required at each rack to support two-hop
traffic under various traffic patterns.
Figure 11a shows the observed worst cases and average amount
of buffering needed at each rack to support various traffic densities,
with 100 randomly generated traffic patterns per density. In general,
buffering can be expressed as the product of upward-facing ToR
bandwidth and matching slot time, however to make the results
concrete we show absolute storage in bytes, based on 100-Gb/s
links, a reconfiguration delay of 20 µs, and duty cycle of 90%. We
see that the largest amount of required buffering occurs for a traffic
density of approximately 0.02, resulting in each rack requiring 400
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Aggregate throughput

1

Failure type:
RotorLB:
RotorLB-FT:

1 link
0.97 (0)
0.99 (0.38)

25% Rotor sw.
0.73 (0)
0.89 (0.3)

50% Rotor sw.
0.53 (0)
0.70 (0.07)

0.8

Table 4: Jain’s fairness index across flows (higher is better)
and (in parenthesis, higher is better) ratio of minimum to
maximum bandwidth of flows under various failure scenarios. RotorLB-FT promotes fair allocation of bandwidth under failures and, critically, ensures all flows get non-zero
bandwidth.

0.6

0.4
Ideal 1:1 FT
RotorLB
Ideal 3:1 FT

0.2

even under extensive failure conditions. Table 4 shows fairness
metrics for RotorLB and RotorLB-FT subject to various failures
under all-to-all traffic. We consider a single link failure, a case in
which one quarter of the Rotor switches fail, and a case where
half of the Rotor switches fail. RotorLB-FT scores higher on Jain’s
fairness index [19] than RotorLB by 20% and 30% for the cases that
one-quarter and one-half of the Rotor switches fail, respectively.
Critically, RotorLB-FT provides non-zero bandwidth to all flows
in all failure scenarios considered, whereas RotorLB delivers zero
bandwidth to some flows even in the case of a single link failure.

0
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40

60

80

Time (matching cycle)
Figure 12: Responsiveness of RotorLB and ideal 1:1 and 3:1
Fat Trees (FT) to changing traffic patterns, N R = 256. RotorLB
converges within two matching cycles.

8

MB of memory for two-hop traffic. If this traffic were stored on end
hosts, rather than at the ToR switch, 12.5 MB per end host would
be required assuming 32 end hosts per rack.
Next, we consider the amount of memory which could be saved
by permitting a small amount of loss in the network (as opposed
to the strictly lossless fabric we have discussed so far). Figure 11b
shows a CDF of the per-rack buffer requirements for the worstcase traffic density observed in Figure 11a, which occurs at a traffic
density of approximately 0.02. We see that increasing the loss rate
to 0.01% only reduces the memory requirement by about 6%. This
small achievable reduction in buffering gained by permitting loss
supports our decision to design RotorNet as a lossless fabric.

7.6

Responsiveness

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Here, we assess how quickly RotorLB responds to changing traffic patterns. We use the fluid-flow model from Section 7.1, and
abruptly switch between different traffic patterns as RotorLB runs
continuously. Figure 12 shows a typical time series of the aggregate throughput per matching cycle under RotorLB as we vary
the traffic pattern. The throughputs of a fully-provisioned and 3:1
over-subscribed ideal packet-switched network (as described in
Section 7.2) are shown for reference. Upon changing the traffic pattern, RotorLB converges to the new sustained throughput within
two matching cycles. This fast response is because, as described
in Section 7.3, two-hop traffic is drained from intermediate queues
after one matching cycle, allowing RotorLB to adapt to the new
traffic pattern within two matching cycles.

7.7

CONCLUSIONS

Optical switching holds the promise of overcoming impending limitations in electrical packet switching, yet has seen resistance to
industrial adoption due to practical barriers. In this paper, we describe a network fabric based on Rotor switches which decouples
the control of OCSes from the rest of the network, greatly simplifying network control and deployment. Additionally, because Rotor
switching has such a simple implementation, we can design new
OCSes that leverage this new-found simplicity for greater scalability. The combination of these two capabilities has the potential to
meet next-generation datacenter bandwidth demands in a manner
much simpler than existing approaches.
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